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ABSTRACT
The most common devices used for extracting the ocean current energy are the current turbines. Most people use the wind
turbine blade design methods for the horizontal axis current turbine design; however, the current turbines operate in the water,
and their physical behaviours are more like marine propellers. In this paper, two turbine blade design procedures are adopted.
The first design procedure is similar to the propeller designs, and the second design procedure is to use Genetic Algorithm and
boundary element method (BEM) to find a geometry which can provide the maximum torque. After completing the designs,
hydrodynamic performances of the marine current turbine are then computed and analysed by the potential flow BEM and the
viscous flow RANS method. The computational results show the geometries designed by the presented procedures can not only
satisfy the hydrodynamic design goal, but also predict the delivered power very close to the experimental data. After the blade
performance meets the design target, the performances of designed 20kw floating type Kuroshio turbine including the floating
body at different operation conditions are demonstrated in the paper. Also, the structural strength of the turbine blade is computed by FEM, and the results are evaluated to see if the design complies the rule requirements.

INTRODUCTION
With the international highly attention to all kinds
of energy issues, Taiwan is bound to examine the state
of energy problem in the country. Since Taiwan currently does not have exploitation of non-renewable energy sources, it must rely on foreign imports and lack
of the ability to supply energy on its own. In this situation, the application of renewable energy is another
solution to the energy problem. There are many types
of renewable energy, such as solar power and wind
power that have been used successfully. However,
from the point of view of the country's use of electricity, ocean current power generated from ocean energy
is not affected by seasonal and weather factors. It can
provide stable energy, and it is a very good choice as
a base-load energy resource. The Kuroshio that flows
1
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through the outer seas of Taiwan is the ocean current
that begins from Philippines and crosses through Taiwan and flows along Japan in the northeast direction.
Two most common devices used for extracting the
ocean current energy are the horizontal axis current
turbine and the vertical axis current turbine, and the
power generation system presented in this paper is a
floating Kuroshio turbine (FKT, as shown in Fig. 1)
which is a horizontal axis current turbine developed
using the Kuroshio Current as its energy source.
In this paper, the design procedure and performance analysis of the FKT are presented. First of all,
the design target of this generator must be established.
The generator designed in this paper is based on two
horizontal shaft generators and must reach 20kW of
power generation. In other words, a single-sided turbine must achieve a design target of at least 10 kW.
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tural strength verifications are performed by finite element method (FEM) to check whether the design
meets regulatory requirements after adding the safety
factor.

HYDRODYNAMIC DESIGNS AND
VALIDATIONS
Fig. 1 The computer depiction of the 20kw Floating
Kuroshio Turbine.
Most people use the wind turbine blade design methods for the horizontal axis current turbine design; however, the current turbines operate in the water, and
their physical behaviours are more like marine propellers. In this paper, two turbine blade design procedures
are adopted. The first design procedure is similar to the
propeller designs, and lifting line method [1-2], lifting
surface design method [3], and boundary element
method [4] are used. The second design procedure is
to use Genetic Algorithm and boundary element
method (BEM) [5] to find a geometry which can provide the maximum torque, and also used to design
chord-length distribution. After completing the blade
geometry designs, both the BEM and the viscous flow
RANS method [6] are applied to the analysis of performances of current turbines to confirm the designs.
The performances were calculated based on a 1/5 scale
of 20kW demonstration unit; however, the experimental unit was tested with a 1/25 scale at NTU (National Taiwan University) towing tank. In this paper,
we also present the comparison between computational results and experimental data, and the comparison shows that the geometries designed by the presented procedures can not only satisfy the hydrodynamic design goal, but also predict the delivered
power very close to the experimental data
After confirming that the blade performance
meets the design target, we further investigate FKT
more comprehensively. It is no longer only to discuss
the performance of the turbine blades only, but the effects on the turbine performance after adding the floating body. Also the overall FKT performances were
simulated under different conditions during operations,
such as breakdown of one side turbine. After completing the blade hydrodynamic analysis, a series of struc-

Before presenting the design procedure, we first
introduce several important coefficients related to the
turbine performance. These coefficients are the tip
speed ratio (TSR), thrust coefficient (CT), torque coefficient (CQ) and power coefficient (CPW). They are defined as follows.
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The presented FKT design is completed via two
major design processes. Since the ocean current turbine operates in water, its physical characteristics are
more similar to those of marine propellers. Therefore,
the design of FKT is first carried out by a process similar to the propeller design. The lifting line method and
Lagrange multiplier method is first used to obtain optimum circulation distribution, and then lifting surface
theory help us to get blade geometry, namely, the pitch
and camber distribution. The second step is based on
the genetic algorithm method. The goal of this procedure for the FKT is to achieve the maximum CQ (maximum torque and power). A procedure that is conceived and developed by the genetic algorithm method
to adjust the pitch and camber distributions to reach
our goal. The optimization of geometry parameters in
the genetic algorithm computation process is performed by the boundary element method (BEM) because its efficient computational time. The potential
flow BEM used here is a self-developed, perturbation
potential based boundary element method, and a wake
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alignment numerical scheme is established for the current turbine. Table 1 shows the FKT geometry parameters. Detail design procedure was presented in [7].
After the blade geometry was designed, we also
designed different numbers of blades and hydrodynamic performances are also computed and analysed
by BEM and RANS method for two, three, and four
blades, respectively. The RANS computations are carried out by the commercial CFD software STARCCM+. Fig. 2 shows blade geometry of the 2-bladed
design along with and the results of RANS and BEM
analysis. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show those of three blades
and four blades, respectively. Fig. 5 compares the results of the analysis of the three different blade numbers, and the position marked by the black line is the
design point. It can be seen that the turbine with three
blades is the best at the design point and is also the
most stable one.
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Table 1 The geometric parameters of the 20kW FKT
Foil Geometry
Diameter (m)
Rotational speed (rps)
Inflow velocity (m/s)

NACCA66/ a = 0.8 meanline
5
0.5
1.5

Fig. 2 Blade geometry of the 2-bladed design along
with and the results of RANS and BEM analysis.

1. Computational Results of Single Turbine
After the final design of the blade was completed,
the performance was computed with a 1/5 scale 20kW
demonstration unit (as shown in Fig. 1). The diameter
of blade is 5m, the rotation speed is 0.5 rps, and the
inflow is set as 1.5m/s, and number of the blades is 3
(Table 1). The performance is calculated by potential
flow BEM and viscous flow RANS method, and the
results are shown in Table 2. From Table 2, one can
see that either the BEM method or the RANS method,
the output powers show that this design meets the design target of 10 kW for each turbine.

Fig. 3 Blade geometry of the 3-bladed design along
with and the results of RANS and BEM analysis.

2. Overall FKT Performance Analysis
The objects discussed in the previous sections are
the design and performance of FKT blade geometry.
In this section, the overall performance of the FKT is
discussed. Because the FKT is composed of a floating
body and two turbines, and the rotational direction of
each turbine is opposite to each other (shown in Fig.6).
In order to understand the overall FKT unit performance, we have computed forces of FKT at a slower
inflow speed, 1.2m/s, under the following conditions:
 Single turbine.
 With the floating body, and using steady RANS.
 With the floating body, and using unsteady RANS
(URANS). The mean values are taken for the comparison.

Fig. 4 Blade geometry of the 4-bladed design along
with and the results of RANS and BEM analysis.
The reason to use both RANS and URANS for computations is to double check our computational results.
The computed performances on each turbine is shown
in Table 3, and it is obvious that whether there is a
floating body or not, the differences are not large. We
then investigate the influence of the floating body. Fig.
7 shows the flow field at different locations upstream
of turbine blades with and without a floating body, and
the distances upstream are 0.3m, 0.2m, and 0.1m,
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Table 2 The force, torque, and power coefficients of
the designed 20kW floating type current turbine
CT

CQ

0.70740

0.07905

0.41390

RANS

0.75950

0.08501

0.44510

BEM

15594.74

4356.67

13686.73

RANS

16743.29

4685.14

14718.44

Q

With a floating body

CPW

BEM

Fx

Without a floating body

PW

(a) 0.3 m upstream

(b) 0.2 m upstream

Fig. 5 Computational results of the analysis of the
three different blade numbers, and the position marked by the black line is the design
point.
(c) 0.1 m upstream
Fig. 7 The flow field at different locations upstream
of turbine blades with and without a floating
body.

Fig. 6 The FKT belongs to the design of contra-rotating propeller.
respectively. From Fig. 7, one can see that the flow
field at 0.3m upstream is obviously affected by the
floating body; however, the influence of floating body
gradually decreased. The flow field 0.1m upstream
shows the floating body has almost no effect. We then
look into the forces on each blade as it rotates (Fig. 8),
and the force variations on each blade is obviously affected by the floating body and the struts. The magnitude of force variation on each blade is about 2%. Fig.

9 then shows the total force on one turbine, which is
the sum of forces on three blades as they rotate, and
the force fluctuation is only 0.6%. Therefore, we can
confirm again that the influence of the floating body is
not significant on both forces and flow field.

3. Overall FKT Performance Analysis
The experiment of a 1/25 scale model was carried
out at the NTU towing tank, and the measured data are
compared with the RANS computational results as
shown in Fig. 10. The experimental data obtained by
two turbines rotating clockwise and counter clockwise.
From Fig. 10, the measured data from two turbines are
quite close to each other for both torque coefficients
CQ and the power coefficients CPW, and there are some
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differences between two turbines for the thrust coefficients CT. For the comparison between numerical results and measured data, we can see that the numerical
results slightly under-predict the thrust coefficient;
however, the numerical results are very close to the
experimental data for both torque coefficient CQ and
the power coefficient CPW.

SIMULATION OF ONE SIDE
MALFUNCTION
One of the possible situation that might occur
when the FKT operates is one turbine malfunction. We
try to understand that situation by numerical simulation in this section.
To simulate one turbine breaks down, the setting of inlet conditions and turbine operating conditions are showed in Table 4, and Fig. 11 illustrates the
relative position between Turbine 1 and Turbine 2.
The perspective is downstream of the FKT turbine. In
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this simulation, Turbine 1 (the right one) keeps a rotational speed of 0.5 rps, and Turbine 2 (the left one) is
stationary. The inlet velocity is 1.5 m/s for both turbines. Table 5 are the results obtained from the RANS
computations, and it shows the axial forces and moments on FKT in three directions, and Since the analysis assumes that the center of mass is at (0,0,0) position, namely, the two turbines lie on the same line, the
force caused by the floating body leads to y-direction
torque (pitch). In the actual situation, the center of
mass should be in more forward position, so that the
arm is reduced and the torque is also reduced. Because
only one side turbine operates, the forces on FKT are
not stable, which brings on the torque in other direction. Table 6 shows the axial forces and torques on
Turbine 1 and Turbine 2, respectively.
Fig. 12 shows the flow filed of one side malfunct-

(a) Thrust coefficient (left: clockwise; right: counterclockwise)

Fig. 8 Forces on each blade as it rotates, and the force
variations on each blade is obviously affected
by the floating body and the struts.
(b) Torque coefficient (left: clockwise; right: counterclockwise)

(c) Power coefficient (left: clockwise; right: counterclockwise)
Fig. 9 The total force on one turbine, which is the sum
of forces on three blades as they rotate.

Fig. 10 Comparison of the measured data and the
RANS computational results.
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Table 3 The force, torque and power coefficient of the
FKT.
Inflow
Vel.
(m/s)

TSR

CT

CQ

CPW

Turbine
only

1.2

5.24

0.7581

0.0807

0.4225

Full FKT
(steady)

1.2

5.24

0.7556

0.0804

0.4211

Full FKT
(unsteady)

1.2

5.24

0.7658

0.0807

0.4224

Table 4 Conditions for one side malfunction simulation.
Turbine 1

Turbine 2

Inflow velocity (m/s)

1.5

1.5

Rotational speed (rps)

0.5

0

Table 5 The FKT forces and moments in three directions.
Direction
(1,0,0)
(0,1,0)
(0,0,1)

Axial Force (N)
233624.6
-247.8
4167.2

Moment (N-m)
5875.3
13085.9
-46486.1

Table 6 The forces and torques on Turbine 1 and Turbine 2.
Turbine 1
Axial Force
16819.12
(N)
Torque
4548.61
(N-m)

pressure and hydrostatic pressure by fluid but also
meets the rule requirements after considered the safety
factor. FRP is used as material of the blade, and the
structure strength is analysed by the finite element
method (FEM). We applied Tsai-Wu Index and maximum stress criterion to evaluate whether the fibre of
each layer of FRP reaches destruction or not. The
strength of core material was examined by Von Mises
stress and Principal stress. The parameters obtained by
above analysis methods are then checked against the
BV [8] and DNVGL [9] regulations.
The blade structure was analyzed by static loading simulation, and Fig. 14 illustrates the relationship
between inflow and FKT in FEM analysis. The FRP
structure is shown in Fig. 15, and blade is divided into
suction side and pressure side. FRP is a sandwich
structure (as shown in Fig. 15), the inside part is the
core material and the outside part is FRP. We applied
hydrodynamic pressure and hydrostatic load of 50m
design depth to the blade surface for FEM analysis and
overall deformation, the Tsai-Wu values of fiber in
each layer of FRP, the stress values parallel to the fiber
direction  / / fiber , the stress values vertical to the fiber

Turbine 2
Axial Force
4315.63
(N)
Torque
1271.32
(N-m)

ion situation, and Fig. 13 shows the upstream and
downstream velocity contours of flow field as one turbine breaks down. Because on turbine breaks down,
the forces and torques on two turbines cannot be cancelled, and the uneven forces and the torques from different directions cause instability of the FKT. Based
on the analysis above, the FKT might rotate irregularly
or even overturn in the ocean when this situation takes
place.

Fig. 11 The relative position between turbine 1 and
turbine 2. The perspective is downstream of
the FKT turbine.

STRUCTURE ANALYSIS RESULT
In addition to the above analysis of hydrodynamic performance, FKT structure analysis is discussed in this section. The FKT turbine will be placed
in the ocean and must operate in the Kuroshio for a
long time, its structure not only needs to resist dynamic

Fig. 12 The flow filed of one side malfunction situation.
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Table 6 The forces and torques on Turbine 1 and Turbine 2.
Variable

Dynamic + Hydrostatic
σ / σ_permissible
DNVGL
BV

Core
Global

Ply24 L900
0°
Ply27
DBLT1800
90°
Ply28
DBLT1800 45°
Ply28
DBLT1800 45°

σ//fibre

0.16

0.32

σ┴fibre

0.90

0.85

τfibre

0.37

0.58

Tsai-Wu

0.39

0.56

0.20

0.21

Tip

0.47

0.53

Tip

FRP

(a) 0.5 m upstream

Critical area

VM
Stress
Principal
Stress
U

72.77mm

Tip

(b) 0.2 m upstream.

(c) Turbine plane.

Fig. 14 The relationship between inflow and the FKT
in FEM analysis.

Fig. 15 The FRP sandwich structure, and blade is divided into suction side and pressure side.

(a) 1.0 m downstream.
Fig. 13 The upstream and downstream velocity contours of flow field as one turbine breaks down.
direction   fiber , sheer stress  fiber , and the Von
Mises stress, and Principal stress of the core are com-

puted.
Table 7 shows the results of structure analysis,
and all parameters are displayed in the way that the
stress divided by permissible stress. If the number is
smaller then 1, it means that structure strength meets
the regulation. Although the values of Tsai-Wu,   fiber
and  fiber are all smaller than regulation requirements,
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allowable stress, and it indicates that the strength of
the core material is sufficient. Fig. 17 shows the deformation at the tip of the blade, and it is 72.77mm, about
3.83% relative to the blade length.

CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 16 The stress distribution of the 27th layer fibre
(DBLT1800 90°).

Fig. 16 The deformation at the tip of the blade is
72.77mm, which is about 3.83% relative to
the blade length.
the   fiber of the 27th layer fibre (DBLT1800 90°) is
quite close to the allowable stress. Fig. 16 shows that
stress distribution of the 27th layer fibre (DBLT1800
90°), it can be observed that the area close to the allowable stress value is not small. The reason is that
DBLT1800 is a unidirectional material, and its
strength in the second direction is weak. It may be beyond the specification if the forces are slightly
changed. To improve this problem, we can increase the
strength of the blade in the direction of fibre length
which is 0° unidirectional material. Table 7 also shows
the strength analysis of the core material. The Von
Mises stress and Principal stress are all less than the

In this paper, the design procedures of a FKT are
briefly introduced, and the performances of designed
geometry are computed by both potential flow BEM
and viscous flow RANS method. The computational
results are also compared to the experimental data. All
the results confirmed that the designed FKT geometry
achieved the design goal. In addition to the analysis of
the blade geometry, the overall FKT performances
were also analysed, and results show that no significant influence on performances with the floating body.
We also simulate the situation that the turbines have
one side malfunction. The two turbines are unbalanced
and then lead to the overall FKT might be in irregular
rotations in the current.
In terms of structure strength, we investigate
whether FRP materials can withstand long-term stress
in ocean current by FEM. Overall strength of FKT
structure are sufficient. However, because of the unidirectional materials, some FRP layers might be in
critical condition according to the rule requirements.
To prevent the structure damages, the material should
be strengthened in other directions.
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DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE FLAP TYPE WAVE
設計與分析浮游式黑潮洋流渦輪機葉片
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關鍵詞：黑潮，洋流渦輪機葉片設計，邊界元素法，有限元素法，RANS

摘

要

最常用於擷取洋流蘊藏能量的機器就是洋流渦輪機，有關洋流渦輪機葉片的設計，風車葉片的設計方法是最多人使
用的，然而，由於洋流渦輪機是在水中運作，事實上，其物理特性與船用螺旋槳更為接近。本文展示一水平軸洋流渦輪
機葉片幾何之設計方法，此設計方法首先即應用與船用螺槳設計方法類似的方法進行設計，其次，利用基因演算法結合
勢流邊界元素法改進渦輪機葉片幾何的設計。完成設計後，再應用勢流邊界元素法與黏性流方法分析設計出洋流渦輪機
葉片的性能與流場。所設計的葉片，除了滿足設計目標，與實驗量測結果也相當接近。論文中並展示整體 20 千瓦浮游
式黑潮洋流渦輪機的性能，同時，檢視在不同狀況下渦輪機的性能。最後，論文並應用有限元素法計算葉片的強度，以
評估是否合乎法規的要求。
(Manuscript received Aug. 09, 2018,
Accepted for publication Dec. 10, 2018)

